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the yaSKaWa advantage

2 YASKAWA SIGMA-5 Large Capacity

Powerful and Smart

the strongest Sigma-5 line-up ever! Newest Sigma-5 servo drives increase speeds 
and improve performance with cleaner, lighter and more compact equipment. easy to 
use and easy to set up with Sigma-5 high standard of excellence.

30% smaller 
than Sigma-2 amplifiers

Supports newest Sigma-5  
functions and optional modules

20 bit serial encoder

Compatible with a wide variety 
of reference interfaces

Compliance with  
Global Standards

Separated converter

Sigma-5 power range with the Large Capacity motors and SerVopaCKs 
made for 22 kW to 55 kW applications.

3,3 W 55 kW22 kW
Sigma-5  
Large Capacity

the Sigma-5 Large Capacity motors and SerVopaCKs extend the power range to up to 55 kW. With the Sigma-5 
mini starting from 3.3 W the Sigma-5 series is suitable for a stunning broad range of applications. there is just one 
toolset for various applications needed, making it easy to scale similar solutions to different requirements.



Upgrade Large-scale Equipment

Upgrade even Farther by Combining a Machine Controller

Easily Build an Energy-saving System
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Servo presses 

 X promote cleaner and more-efficient operation 
by converting from hydraulic drives to electric 
drives. you can also save energy by using power 
regeneration converters.

injection molding machines 

 X the use of a high-resolution encoder provides 
high-precision injection control to increase forming 
quality.

Machine tools 

 X Helps meet speed and capacity demands of feed 
and spindle motors in high-speed, heavy-duty 
machining applications.

 X High torque can be generated with synchronized 
control of multiple axes.

 X the high-precision synchronized control of  
multiple axes (roller, takeup, etc.) increases quality.

The Sigma-5 SErvoPACKs for use with large-
capacity models use separate converters. By 
combining with a D1000 high-efficiency power 
regeneration converter, you can achieve an 
energy-saving system. 

 X regenerative energy that is produced when 
decelerating the motor is returned to the power 
supply to effectively use energy.

 X you can combine multiple servomotors to effec-
tively use regenerative energy between the servo 
aces. this energy would be lost for individual 
axis operation.

Metal processing machines 

 X yaSKaWa can help you increase the precision of 
equipment that requires high torque, such as to 
bend and stretch metal.

rotary cutters 

 X outstanding acceleration/deceleration torque for 
high-speed tracking.

Wire saws 

 X With a greater cutting force due to the high 
torque, those saws can now cut hard materials. 
When combined with the mp series, it is possible 
to synchronize roller shafts, wind-up shafts and 
other such parts to a high level of precision.

 X Seamless switching between position control 
and torque control improves machine takt time.

 X Change the control mode online.

 X High-precision synchronized control.

Drive energy (consumed)

D1000
Regenerative energy 

(produced)

Large-capacity 
Sigma-5 amplifier

Acceleration

The regenerative energy is 
effectively used between the 
servos.

Regenerative energy is 
efficiently returned to the 
power supply.

Other equipment
Power supply energy

Deceleration



performance and easy operation
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Superlative Performance

Outstanding Expandability

improve the performance of machines that require high torque.

The response and wealth of functions of the industry’s top class of amplifiers 
shorten positioning time

 X vibration Suppression 
if vibration occures in the mechanical drive system, the observer reduces it and 
suppresses machine vibration.

 X Friction Compensation 
even if the load changes, variations in the position error are suppressed without 
any changes to the gain setting.

 X Model Follow-up Control 
even for machines with low rigidity, control operation matched to the machine 
improves following performance and shortens the stabilization period.

The YASKAWA compact, low-inertia servomotors can empower your machines

 X the new SgmVV servomotors are available with rated outputs from 22 to 55 kW 
and rated speeds of 800 and 1,500 min-1.

The encoder with a 20-bit resolution increases machine precision

Smooth integration into systems.

Standard support for four different SErvoPACK types

 X analog voltage/pulse train reference

 X meCHatroLiNK-iii communication reference

 X meCHatroLiNK-ii communication reference

 X Command option attachable type

Compliant with applicable safety standards

 X easy compliance with machine safety standards

Wide selection of optional modules for various 
communication interfaces and feedback

Optional 
Module

DeviceNet
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 X Data tracing 
you can check the 
results of tuning in 
realtime through USB.

Easy Servo Tuning

With a collection of handy functions Sigma-5 supports the installation and 
wiring of the product. You can download free applications which makes 
installation quick and easy.

even without servo adjustment and with load  changes, an oscillation- and 
vibration-free drive is possible with up to 20 times the load moment of inertia.

Tuning-less function. 
“Get up and run” quickly after connecting the motor.

the reference filter and feedback gain adjustment functions have a new automatic 
feed forward gain adjustment for optimal adjustment performance. the friction 
compensation function automatically cancels out the effect of friction on machine 
characteristics.

Advanced autotuning 
Minimize settling time with less vibration.

Fine tuning can tweak machine performance to the max. 

“One-parameter” tuning 
Fine tuning is a must. 











































































SERVOPACK (Model)
Option Module

Safety Module
(SGDV-OSA01A)

Fully-closed Module
(SGDV-OFA01A)

Analog Voltage/Pulse Train Reference
(SGDV-oooo01A)  

MECHATROLINK-II Communications Reference
(SGDV-oooo11A)  

MECHATROLINK-III Communications Reference
(SGDV-oooo21A)  

Command Option 
Attachable Type
(SGDV-ooooE1A)

Indexer
(SGDV-OCA03A)

- 

DeviceNet *1

(SGDV-OCA04A)  

DeviceNet *2

(SGDV-OCA05A)  

EtherCAT Option
(SGDV-OCA01A)  

Powerlink Option
(SGDV-OCB02A)  

Feedback Option

Serial and SIN/COS Encoder
(SGDV-OFB01A)

- 

A quad B Encoder
(SGDV-OFB03A)

- 

Resolver
(SGDV-OFB04A)

- 

























Selecting Cables

Encoder Cables (Max. length: 20 m)

Name

Encoder Cables with 
Connectors
(For Incremental Encoder, 
L-shaped Plug)

SERVOPACK-end Connector KIT

Use flexible cables for movable sections such as robot arms.

JZSP-CMP12-03E-G#

JZSP-CMP12-05E-G#

JZSP-CMP12-10E-G#

JZSP-CMP12-15E-G#

JZSP-CMP12-20E-G#

JA08A-20-29S-J1-EB

JZSP-CMP9-1-E

JL04-2022CKE (14)
Diameter: 12.9 dia. to 15.9 dia.

JL04-2022CKE (12)
Diameter: 9.5 dia. to 13 dia.

JL04-2022CKE (09)
Diameter: 6.5 dia. to 9.5 dia.

Encoder-end Connectors for 
Protective Structure IP67
(Servomotor Connector: 
97F3102E20-29P)

SERVOPACK End

Soldered

L-shaped Plug

Cable Clamp

Connector (Crimped)
(Molex Japan Co., Ltd.)

(Molex Japan Co., Ltd.)

MS3108B20-29S
(DDK Ltd.)
Cable clamp model:
MS3057-12A

Encoder End

Length Specifications Details
Type

Flexible Type*No.



Selecting Cables

Encoder Cables (Max. length: 20 m)

Name

Encoder Cables with 
Connectors
(For Incremental Encoder, 
L-shaped Plug)

SERVOPACK-end Connector KIT

Use flexible cables for movable sections such as robot arms.

JZSP-CMP12-03E-G#

JZSP-CMP12-05E-G#

JZSP-CMP12-10E-G#

JZSP-CMP12-15E-G#

JZSP-CMP12-20E-G#

JA08A-20-29S-J1-EB

JZSP-CMP9-1-E

JL04-2022CKE (14)
Diameter: 12.9 dia. to 15.9 dia.

JL04-2022CKE (12)
Diameter: 9.5 dia. to 13 dia.

JL04-2022CKE (09)
Diameter: 6.5 dia. to 9.5 dia.

Encoder-end Connectors for 
Protective Structure IP67
(Servomotor Connector: 
97F3102E20-29P)

SERVOPACK End

Soldered

L-shaped Plug

Cable Clamp

Connector (Crimped)
(Molex Japan Co., Ltd.)

(Molex Japan Co., Ltd.)

MS3108B20-29S
(DDK Ltd.)
Cable clamp model:
MS3057-12A

Encoder End

Length Specifications Details
Type

Flexible Type*No.

Motor Fan Cables

Fan Cable 400 V

JZSP-CVMCA11-03-E-G#

JZSP-CVMCA11-05-E-G#

JZSP-CVMCA11-10-E-G#

JZSP-CVMCA11-15-E-G#

JZSP-CVMCA11-20-E-G#

Servomotor side Servopack side
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JZSp-CSp12-e



























Serge absorber

Holding the brake
(Varistor)

Diodes

Voltage

Time
0

Serge absorber

Holding the brake
(Diode)

DiodesCurrent

Time
0
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YASKAWA Europe GmbH
Drives & Motion Division
Hauptstr. 185
65760 Eschborn
Germany

Tel:  +49 6196-569 300
info@yaskawa.eu.com
www.yaskawa.eu.com

Specifications are subject to change without notice
for ongoing product modifications and improvements.
© YASKAWA Europe GmbH. All rights reserved.

Literature No. YEU_MuC_Sigma5LC-Catalog_v1_0913 
Printed in Germany, September 2013 

the Sigma-5 Series is Ce-certified,
cULus-listed and roHS-conform.


